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conditions would inevitably rest with them. On the
other hand, the reluctance of the middle nation to
be absorbed is intelligible ; and in the years since
1918 representatives of the dominant faction in the
Irish Free State, and especially Mr. de Valera, have
expressed their willingness to leave to Northern
Ireland the degree of self-government which it enjoys
at present; to give it as much real freedom as Quebec
has in Canada. Thus it is recognised that a different
mentality, that of the Protestant, has to be provided
for within a Catholic State; and also that a predomi-
nantly industrial community may fairly hesitate to
entrust its business interests to a Parliament in which
agriculturists would predominate. These concessions
to Ulster's point of view show a genuine desire for
Union; and it may be assumed that if national
union takes place, it will be on these lines.
But Mr. de Valera and those for whom he speaks—
and they include at present more than a fourth of
the elected members in Ireland's Parliament—refuse
absolutely to accept the Treaty which puts Ireland
on the same footing as Canada. Their demand is
for a Republic, or for some position implying that the
Irish Parliament does not derive its rights from any
British administration. Further, those representatives
of Ireland who accepted the Treaty at Westminster,
and voted for it when proposed at Dublin, almost
uniformly justified' their acceptance on the ground
that it was a step to complete separation. Ulster,
representing the middle nation, refuses to come under
the jurisdiction of a Parliament whose leading persons
avow such an ideal A prominent Ulsterman said
latterly, " If you want to .unite Ireland, you must
quarter the Union Jack and the tricolor/'
Flags are difficult things to alter, and men will
fight about a symbol after the fact for which it stood
has ceased to have real existence. The minds of men
are more malleable, their dispositions less hard-edged,
than the creed to which they profess • allegiance, A

